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Abstract

This report addresses the performance testing of four 5” Hamamatsu R1584 PMTs
which are to be used in the Heavy Gas Cherenkov Detector for Hall C at Jefferson Lab.
Two older Burle 8854 PMTs are also tested as a comparison. The gains of these PMTs
are measured at various voltages using two different techniques, and the resolution of
the PMTs is briefly investigated. The gains of the Hamamatsu PMTs are found to
range from approximately 2.6-8.7 ×107 at the nominal voltage of 2000V. This is above
the manufacturer’s specification of 1.4 × 107. The Hamamatsu and Burle PMTs are
all found to have similar resolution, with the Burle PMTs having slightly higher.
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Introduction

This report concerns itself with the performance testing of four 5” Hamamatsu R1584 PMTs.

These PMTs are to be used in the Heavy Gas Cherenkov Detector for Hall C at Jefferson Lab.

Two older Burle 8854 PMTs are tested alongside the Hamamatsu PMTs. The primary focus

of this paper is to determine the gain of the PMTs, and how the gain scales with operating

voltage. Throughought this report, the PMTs are referred to by brand and a number. This

number corresponds to serial number for the Hamamatsu PMTs but is arbitrarily chosen for

the Burle PMTs. Tab. 1 summarizes this naming convention.

PMT Name Manufacturer Serial Number
Ham. 1 Hamamatsu LA0271
Ham. 2 Hamamatsu LA0272
Ham. 3 Hamamatsu LA0273
Ham. 4 Hamamatsu LA0274
Burle 1 Burle J099249
Burle 2 Burle J112173

Table 1: PMT naming convention used in this report.

1 Fiber Gain Tests

1.1 Setup

These gain tests are performed by coupling a scintillating fiber to the PMT. The fibers are

coupled with a basic coupler made from cardboard and plexiglass held in place by black tape.

The fiber lies in a cardboard trough with 5 notches cut in one side, spaced approximately

70cm apart. These notches allow a 2 inch trigger PMT to sit underneath the fiber at various

positions along its length. A Sr-90 source sits on top of the fiber on top of the trigger PMT.

Fig. 1 depicts the basic setup. A schematic of all the electronics is shown in Appendix A.

The event rate is approximately 1kHz and each run is stopped after approximately 500 000

events, or about 8 minutes.
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Figure 1: PMT and fiber setup. Position 1 is nearest the PMT, position 5 is the furthest.
Only three of the five notches are shown.

1.2 Analysis

The Hamamtsu PMT’s are calibrated at operating voltages of 1950 V and 2050 V. For each

voltage, four different scintillating fibers are used, and for each fiber the test is performed

with the source at each of the five different trough positions. This gives twenty runs per

voltage setting, and a total of forty runs per PMT. The data for each run are acquired using

the MIDAS data acquisition program and the ADC spectra are inspected using PAW++.

The center of the pedestal is determined by eye, and only varies slightly from run to run

(and varies by about 5 channels at most over the whole experiment).

The ADC spectra are then converted to root files and analyzed with the script given

in Appendix B. This script fits a sum of four to seven (depending on the run) Gaussian

distributions, whose widths are fixed to scale in proportion to the square root of the peak

number. The χ2/(ndf) for the fits ranged from around 1.2 to 3, and was around 1.5 for the

majority of the fits. Fig. 2 through Fig. 5 show samples of the fitted ADC spectra. The fits

do not all converge, having difficulty locating the later peaks, but the first three are located

consistently.

The positions (channel number) of the first three peaks from each fit are recorded

in a spreadsheet, and then the pedestal position is subtracted. Multiplying by 0.25 pC

per channel gives the mean output charge of the one, two, and three photoelectron peaks.

The four fibers and five positions give twenty of these mean charge values, which are then
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(a) 2050 V (b) 1950 V

Figure 2: ADC spectra for Ham. 1, source at position 1.

(a) 2050 V (b) 1950 V

Figure 3: ADC spectra for Ham. 1, source at position 3.

(a) 2050 V (b) 1950 V

Figure 4: ADC spectra for Ham. 1, source at position 5.

histogrammed. A Gaussian distribution is fit, and the mean and standard error on the mean

are extracted for each peak. The three means, with their errors, are then fit with a linear

function. Fig. 6 shows the result of the fit for Ham. 1 at 2050 V. The y-intercepts are
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(a) 2050 V (b) 1950 V

Figure 5: ADC spectra for Burle 1, source at position 5.

not consistent with zero, but the largest intercept corresponds to a difference between the

pedestal position and true “zero charge” position of just 4 ADC channels.

Figure 6: Plot of mean number of electrons at anode vs. number of photoelectrons for the first
three peaks of Ham. 1. Error bars too small to see.

The two Burle PMTs are calibrated in the same manner as the Hamamtsu PMTs, but

only with the radioactive source in position 5 on the fiber. This gives only four ADC spectra

per PMT per operating voltage, but this is found to be enough data to obtain similar results.

The Burle PMTs have a 10kΩ resistor in parallel with the signal output, so the actual anode

current is slightly higher than the measured current. The final gain results are obtained
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by scaling the results of the linear fit by 1.0166 ± 0.0002. See Appendix C for the circuit

diagram and derivation of this correction factor. The final gain values of all 6 PMTs are

reported in Tab. 2.

PMT Gain (x 107) Gain (x 107) Exponent@ 1950 V @ 2050 V
Ham. 1 (3.295± 0.030) (5.779± 0.047) (11.23± 0.24)
Ham. 2 (4.286± 0.041) (7.195± 0.053) (10.36± 0.24)
Ham. 3 (5.549± 0.040) (9.764± 0.060) (11.30± 0.19)
Ham. 4 (1.701± 0.019) (2.983± 0.035) (11.24± 0.32)
Burle 1 (2.053± 0.046) (3.789± 0.029) (12.25± 0.47)
Burle 2 (2.100± 0.019) (4.244± 0.022) (14.07± 0.21)

Table 2: PMT gains at 1950 V and 2050 V. The ‘Exponent’ column gives the scaling expo-

nent, n, where Gain1
Gain2

=
(

V oltage1
V oltage2

)n
.

1.3 Investigating Systematic Error

The errors reported in Tab. 2 are merely statistical errors obtained from the fitting program.

To test the consistency of the fitting technique, the trials with the source at position 5 and

position 1 were analyzed independently for Ham. 1. The results are listed in Tab. 3, along

with the previous results using all five positions. For the high voltage and low voltage, the

position 1 trials gave gains 4.2% and 3.3% higher than the position 5 trials, respectively. For

the high voltage tests, this is a difference of almost twice the combined error. This suggests

there may be a discrepancy between the fit model and the data and that this discrepancy

may be more significant at either the high or low number of incident photoelectrons. We

take half this difference, 2%, as an estimate of systematic uncertainty in addition to our

statistical uncertainty.

Voltage Position(s) Analyzed Gain (x107)
2050 1 5.829± 0.070
2050 5 5.589± 0.062
2050 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 5.779± 0.047
1950 1 3.320± 0.053
1950 5 3.212± 0.051
1950 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 3.295± 0.030

Table 3: Gains for Ham. 1 using selected trials.
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1.4 Alternative Analysis Method

The data for Ham. 1 are also analyed with an alternative method for determining the gain.

This method was developed by members of the GlueX project and is described in paper [1].

The program is designed for use with lower resolution PMTs, where discerning the individual

photoelectron peaks is not possible. It relies on knowing the dE distribution in the optical

fiber, and examines the ADC spectrum for extra widening due to statistical processes to

determine the average number of incident photoelectrons. The result of this fit on one of

the Ham. 1 trials and a fit on a trial of a lower resolution 2 inch PMT are shown in Fig. 7.

Note that the fit on Ham. 1 clearly does not follow the discernable first peak and appears

slightly skewed overall.

(a) Ham. 1, source at position 1. (b) 2 inch PMT, source at position 3.

Figure 7: Alternative fit method.

This program is used to analyze all of the Ham. 1 trials (except for a few with low

NPE, having very distinct peaks). Each fit gives the average number of photoelectrons and

the average charge for the distribution. These data are plotted and fit with a straight line

to obtain the gain, as shown in Fig. 8. The results of this alternative method are compared

to the previous method in Tab. 4. The two methods disagree by more than the combined

error. Based on the large χ2/(ndf) of the linear fit, and the visual discrepencies of the ADC

fit, it is believed that this alternative method is less reliable for these high resolution PMTs.
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Figure 8: Determining gain with alternative method for Ham. 1.

Voltage Gain (x107) % diff.
Multi-Peak Method Alternative Method

2050 5.779± 0.047 4.470± 0.024 25.6
1950 3.295± 0.030 2.770± 0.019 17.3

Table 4: Comparison of gain results for Ham. 1 using different methods.

1.5 PMT Resolution

The fits of the ADC spectra allow a simple quantification of the resolution of the PMTs.

For each fit, the position (channel number minus pedestal) of the one photoelectron peak is

divided by the standard deviation of that distribution. These ‘resolution ratios’ are averaged

for all runs of a given PMT at a given voltage. The results are summarized in Tab. 5. The

error reported on the ratio is the standard error on the mean from all of the combined runs.

The resolution of Burle 2 is within error of those of the Hamamatsus, but Burle 1 is slightly

higher, as expected for a Quantacon-class PMT.

PMT Resolution Ratio (@ 2050 V) Resolution Ratio (@ 1950 V)
Ham. 1 3.54± 0.03 3.59± 0.05
Ham. 2 3.74± 0.01 3.63± 0.04
Ham. 3 3.74± 0.01 3.75± 0.05
Ham. 4 3.70± 0.04 3.44± 0.06
Burle 1 3.98± 0.07 4.22± 0.17
Burle 2 3.61± 0.014 3.58± 0.07

Table 5: Quantifying resolution: single photoelectron peak (mean−pedestal)/width.
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2 Cherenkov Gain Tests

2.1 Setup

The second set of gain tests was performed using Cherenkov radiation. The same Sr-90

source as in the fiber tests is held in a wooden stand against a small quartz wafer. The

wafer is approximately 25mm x 25mm x 2.3mm. The beta particles pass through the wafer

(generating Cherenkov radiation), through a slot in the wooden stand, and into a scintillator

attached to a 2” PMT. The edge of the wafer near the 5” PMT is polished to allow the

Cherenkov light to enter the PMT. Figs. 9 and 10 show the setup of the sources and PMTs

in the dark box. The electronics schematic is shown in Appendix D. Data acquisition is

triggered by the signal from the 2” PMT alone. The event rate is about 125Hz and each run

is stopped after 300 000 events, or about 40 minutes.

Figure 9: Close-up of the Sr-90 source, wafer, and scintillator in front of 5” PMT.

2.2 Run Analysis

The PMTs are tested over a range of voltages which depends on their individual gains. The

overall range of voltages tested is 1800V to 2600V. At each voltage, one run of about 300,000
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Figure 10: The 2” PMT and 5” PMT inside the dark box.

events is acquired using MIDAS. The MIDAS files are converted to ascii files and analyzed

with a root script similar to that used in the fiber gain tests. The script for one particular

run is given in Appendix E. This script fits a sum of four Gaussians to a selected region

of the ADC spectrum. The widths of the Gaussians are fixed to scale in proportion to the

square root of the peak number. The program then performs a linear fit on the first three

peaks. This linear fit gives the gain of the PMT in ADC channels per photoelectron. Fig. 11

depicts a typical ADC spectrum fit for Ham. 3, and Fig. 12 shows the linear fit of the first

three peaks for the same run. Note that the χ2/(ndf) for the ADC spectrum fits is around

1 to 1.3 for the majority of the runs. The χ2/(ndf) for the linear fits varies from less than

one to as high as 10.7 on a few runs. This could be due to a slight distortion of the ADC

spectrum from background noise and higher NPE events, which are not accounted for in the

fit. To take this error into account, for linear fits with χ2/(ndf) greater than 1, the statistical

error on the gain is multiplied by
√
χ2/(ndf). The gains are then multiplied by the propper

conversion factor to give the ratio of anode current to cathode current.
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Figure 11: ADC spectrum from one of the Ham. 3 runs.

Figure 12: Determining gain from location of first three photoelectron peaks for a Ham. 3
run.
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2.3 Errors on Measured Gain

The errors on the gains provided by the fitting programs are only the statistical errors. In

addition, there is a ±0.25% integral nonlinearity error from the ADC (See LeCroy 2249A

data sheet at http://www.lecroy.com/lrs/dsheets/2249.htm). Also, in order to determine the

reproducibility of the measurements, a second set of data is taken for Ham. 3 and analyzed.

The gains are compared to the first set and the RMS of the relative differences is found to

be 2.39%. This difference is discussed further in Sec. 4 and the calculations are presented in

Appendix F. For each run, the statistical error is added in quadrature with the 0.25% ADC

error and 2.39% reproducibility error.

2.4 Voltage Corrections

The Cherenkov tests and Fiber tests were performed in different rooms with different equip-

ment. The power supplies used are both calibrated with a digital multimeter at various

voltages up to 1000V. A more detailed explanation and the results of this investigation are

given in Appendix G. The final result is that the power supply used in the fiber tests is

consistently 6V low, and the power supply used in the Cherenkov tests has an increasing

error, which varies at different voltages. The voltages for the Cherenkov data are corrected

for this error, and assigned an uncertainty of ±0.6V. This uncertainty is the RMS of the

residuals of the linear fit of the Voltage data.

2.5 PMT Gain Scaling

The PMT gains are fit with power functions of the form Gain = c∗Voltagen. Figs. 13

and 14 show the graphs for the Hamamatsu PMTs and Burle PMTs, respectively. The fit

parameters c and n for all of the PMTs are listed in Tab. 6. The raw data for these graphs

are presented in Appendix H.
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Figure 13: Gain vs. Voltage for the four Hamamatsu PMTs.

Figure 14: Gain vs. Voltage for the two Burle PMTs.
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PMT Exponent, n Coefficient, c χ2/ndf
Ham. 1 10.48± 0.11 (1.21± 1.04)× 10−27 0.348
Ham. 2 10.50± 0.12 (1.31± 1.18)× 10−27 0.410
Ham. 3 10.63± 0.13 (6.30± 6.27)× 10−28 0.610
Ham. 4 10.54± 0.12 (3.80± 3.47)× 10−28 0.101
Burle 1 11.71± 0.11 (6.58± 5.71)× 10−32 2.835
Burle 2 12.43± 0.15 (3.34± 3.73)× 10−34 0.918

Table 6: Gain vs. Voltage fit parameters, where Gain = c∗Voltagen.

3 Comparing Fiber, Cherenkov, and Manufacturer Tests

According the power supply calibrations already mentioned, the power supply used for the

fiber tests was most likely 6V low during the tests. Thus, the gains were actually measured

at 1944V and 2044V, rather than the reported 1950V and 2050V. Therefore, we compute

the gains based on the Cherenkov fit results at 1944V and 2044V in order to compare the

two methods. The results are listed in Tab. 7. In all but one case, the gain calculated from

the Cherenkov data is found to be consistently higher than the gain from the fiber tests.

Excluding Burle 2, the differences are mostly around 3%, with the geatest difference being

5.7%. This difference is discussed further in the next section.

Gain (×107) Relative Gain (×107) Relative
PMT Fiber Cherenkov Difference Fiber Cherenkov Difference

@ 1944V @ 1944V (%) @ 2044V @ 2044V (%)
Ham. 1 3.30 3.44 4.19 5.78 5.81 0.55
Ham. 2 4.29 4.41 2.87 7.20 7.47 3.73
Ham. 3 5.55 5.65 1.73 9.76 9.62 -1.47
Ham. 4 1.70 1.80 5.71 2.98 3.06 2.43
Burle 1 2.05 2.14 4.28 3.79 3.86 1.74
Burle 2 2.10 2.51 17.9 4.24 4.69 9.92

Table 7: Comparing fiber and Cherenkov tests. Relative differences are (Cherenkov-
fiber)/average.

According to the June 2009 Hamamatsu PMT catalog, the R1584 PMTs have a typical

gain of 1.4×107 at 2000V. All four PMTs are found to exceed this. In addition, Hamamatsu
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provided a final test sheet for these four PMTs, including their measured gains at 2000V.

Tab. 8 compares these gains to those calculated by the function fitted to the Cherenkov

gain test data. The Cherenkov results give significantly higher gains, and by an inconsistent

relative amount. The Hamamatsu test sheet does not explain their methodology, and they

might have given overly conservative numbers for the gain.

PMT Gain (×107) Ratio (Cherenkov/Man.)
Man. Test Sheet Cherenkov Tests

Ham. 1 3.20 4.63 1.45
Ham. 2 3.60 5.94 1.65
Ham. 3 5.79 7.64 1.32
Ham. 4 0.969 2.43 2.51

Table 8: Manufacturer test sheet gains and Cherenkov test gains at 2000V. The Cherenkov
gains are taken as the fitted power function evaluated at 2000V.

The Burle PMTs are actually found to have gains lower than the manufacturer specifi-

cation. The Burle 8854 Photomultiplier data sheet lists a current amplification of 5.1× 107

at 2000V. The Cherenkov test fits give a gain of 2.99 × 107 for Burle 1 and 3.58 × 107 for

Burle 2 at 2000V. The Burle PMTs are older, and may have degraded from use.

4 Discussion on Systematic Errors

The differences in gain found by the two methods are mostly less than 5% (excluding Burle

2), as the previous section demonstrates. The statistical errors on the fiber measurements

are all approximately ±1%, and as in Sec. 1.3, the systematic error is estimated to be ±2%.

Given that the total errors on the Cherenkov gain values also range from ±2.5% to ±3.4%,

the two methods agree within error. However, the fact that the Cherenkov gains were found

to be consistently higher suggests some systematic difference between the two methods. This

could be due to the different average number of photoelectrons (NPE) per event in the two

different methods. The average NPE in the fiber tests varied greatly with fiber and source

position. In the Cherenkov tests, the coupling of the quartz wafer to the PMTs is fairly

constant, and the spectra for each PMT have very similar shapes, with the average NPE

consistent with the lowest NPE runs in the fiber tests. For Burle 2, however, much poorer

coupling was achieved. The reason for this is not understood, but Fig. 15 clearly shows that
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Burle 2 received far fewer photoelectrons than the other PMTs in the Cherenkov tests. The

measured gain for Burle 2 is also much higher in the Cherenkov tests than the fiber tests.

It is the only PMT for which the two methods clearly disagree. However, in Sec. 1.3, it

is shown that the fiber runs with lower NPE result in lower measured gain, which is the

opposite effect. It appears that the results of the ADC spectrum fits are somewhat skewed

(because background noise and higher NPE events aren’t accounted for in the model) and

that the average NPE of the distribution has some bearing on this error. This error is not

fully understood at this time.

(a) Burle 2 (b) Ham. 4

Figure 15: Comparing NPE for Burle 2 and Ham. 4. All other PMTs consistently gave
spectra very close to the Ham. 4 spectrum above.

Another notable difference between the two tests is the two different power supplies.

With a regular DMM, the power supplies could only be calibrated up to 1000V. The power

supply used in the fiber tests appears to have an increasing error in its output. This error

was extrapolated from 1000V to the entire range used in the tests: up to 2600V. This ex-

trapolation is rather suspect, as the power supply has dials with 500V and 100V increments.

The higher settings on the 500V dial could have entirely independent errors.

A third difference between the fiber tests and the Cherenkov tests is the wavelength

of light reaching the PMTs. The optical fiber used is a blue fiber, and the Cherenkov light

is shorter wavelength. The initial photoelectrons in th eCherenkov tests would have higher

kinetic energy, and this might have increased the gain slightly. The effect of different wave-
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lengths has not been investigated.

As was described in Sec. 2.3, a second set data was taken for Ham. 3 in the Cherenkov

tests. This set was compared to the first in order to estimate the consistency of the method.

The two sets differed on average by about 2.4%, which is more than the statistical error.

Also, the second set of gains was found to be higher than the first for all but one voltage.

It appears that there is some source of error which changed between the runs. One possible

source of error which was briefly investigated is the width of the ADC gate. The signal

of the Hamamatsu PMTs has a ringing which extends for quite some time after the initial

pulse. Fig. 16 shows an oscilloscope screen shot of this ringing. Part of this ringing is cut off

by the gate. A few runs were taken where the gate was adjusted to end at several different

positions in one cycle of the ringing. No significant difference was found, so this is likely not

the cause of the discrepancy.

Figure 16: Oscilloscope output of Ham. 3 signal at 2000V.

Another possible source of error in the Cherenkov tests is in the attenuation factor. For

the majority of the tests, the signal from the PMT ran through a splitter, one end of which

went to the ADC, and the other end was terminated with 50Ω terminator. This was done

to attenuate the signal, so that the 10 bit LeCroy 2249A ADC was not saturated. There

were several terminators lying around in the room, and it was not recorded which was used.
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At one point, the resistances of several of the terminators were measured with a DMM. The

lowest value was 45.0Ω, and the highest was 46.2Ω. Ham. 3 was tested at 1900V with and

without splitting the signal. No significant difference was found, but the effect of different

splitters was not investigated.

5 Conclusion

All four Hamamatsu PMTs are performing satisfactorily. Their resolutions are close to those

of the two Burle 8854 PMTs tested, and their gains are all well above specification. Ham.

4 has a significantly lower gain than the others and a full three times lower than Ham. 3.

This will need to be considered when selecting operating voltages or making corrections for

gain in the future. The ringing in the signal of the Hamamatsu PMTs is considerable and

warrants further investigation.
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A Fiber Gain Tests Circuit Diagram

Figure 17: Fiber tests circuit diagram. Red lines indicate power cables, black lines indicate signal cables.
The TDC start signal generates the LAM for data acquisition.
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B Fiber Tests ADC Spectra Fitting

The root script for fitting the ADC spectra was adapted by Alex Fischer and Tegan Beattie
from a script by Dr. Andrei Seminov. It is as follows:

#include <TFile.h>

#include <TH1.h>

#include <TH2.h>

#include <TCanvas.h>

#include <TF1.h>

#include <TStyle.h>

#include <TChain.h>

#include <TPostScript.h>

#include <TLatex.h>

#include <TMath.h>

#include <TPaveLabel.h>

#include <iostream>

#include <fstream>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

Double_t gauss(Double_t *x, Double_t *par)

{

Double_t result3;

Double_t result4 = par[0]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[1])/(par[2]))*((x[0] - par[1])/(par[2])));

Double_t result5 = par[3]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[4])/(pow(2, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[4])/(pow(2, 0.5)*par[2])));

Double_t result6 = par[5]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[6])/(pow(3, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[6])/(pow(3, 0.5)*par[2])));

Double_t result7 = par[7]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[8])/(pow(4, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[8])/(pow(4, 0.5)*par[2])));

Double_t result8 = par[9]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[10])/(pow(5, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[10])/(pow(5, 0.5)*par[2])));

Double_t result9 = par[11]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[12])/(pow(6, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[12])/(pow(6, 0.5)*par[2])));

Double_t result10 = par[13]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[14])/(pow(7, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[14])/(pow(7, 0.5)*par[2])));

//Double_t result11 = exp(par[15] - x[0]*par[16]);

result3 = result4 + result5 + result6 + result7 + result8 + result9 + result10;

return result3;

}

//*********************************************************************************

void PMTFIT(int sr90run=2291,int fiberbunch=1, int fibernumber=29, int fibersuff=3) {

//************************************************************************************

//************************************************************************************

//ADC and TDC Map Definition

int AdcTrigTop=2; //ADC of trigger PMT

int AdcTrigBot=1; //ADC of calibrated PMT

//Filenames Definition

int pmtposition = 1.;

char fiber[80];

sprintf(fiber,"JS%i-%i-%i at position %i",fiberbunch,fibernumber,pmtposition,fibersuff);

char rootfile[80];

sprintf(rootfile,"run0%i.root",sr90run);

char postscriptfile[80];

if (fiberbunch<10) {

sprintf(postscriptfile,"JS00%i-%i-%i_run%i.ps",fiberbunch,fibernumber,fibersuff,sr90run);

} else if (fiberbunch>9&&fiberbunch<100) {

sprintf(postscriptfile,"JS0%i-%i-%i_run%i.ps",fiberbunch,fibernumber,fibersuff,sr90run);

} else if (fiberbunch>99&&fiberbunch<1000) {

sprintf(postscriptfile,"JS%i-%i-%i_run%i.ps",fiberbunch,fibernumber,fibersuff,sr90run);

}

char outtxtfile[80];

if (fiberbunch<10) {

sprintf(outtxtfile,"JS00%i-%i-%i_run%i.vec",fiberbunch,fibernumber,fibersuff,sr90run);
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} else if (fiberbunch>9&&fiberbunch<100) {

sprintf(outtxtfile,"JS0%i-%i-%i_run%i.vec",fiberbunch,fibernumber,fibersuff,sr90run);

} else if (fiberbunch>99&&fiberbunch<1000) {

sprintf(outtxtfile,"JS%i-%i-%i_run%i.vec",fiberbunch,fibernumber,fibersuff,sr90run);

}

char histname1[80];

if (fiberbunch<10) {

sprintf(histname1,"JS00%i-%i-%i (run%i): Sr90 at %icm from PMT",fiberbunch,fibernumber,fibersuff,sr90run,pmtposition);

} else if (fiberbunch>9&&fiberbunch<100) {

sprintf(histname1,"JS0%i-%i-%i (run%i): Sr90 at %icm from PMT",fiberbunch,fibernumber,fibersuff,sr90run,pmtposition);

} else if (fiberbunch>99&&fiberbunch<1000) {

sprintf(histname1,"JS%i-%i-%i (run%i): Sr90 at %icm from PMT",fiberbunch,fibernumber,fibersuff,sr90run,pmtposition);

}

char histname4[80];

sprintf(histname4,"Fiber ");

strcat(histname4,fiber);

//************************************************************************************

//Histograms Definition

TH1F *hadc1 = new TH1F("h1",histname1,200,0,200);

hadc1->GetXaxis()->SetTitle("ADC channels");

hadc1->GetYaxis()->SetTitle("Counts");

hadc1->GetYaxis()->SetTitleOffset(1.4);

hadc1->GetYaxis()->SetNdivisions(408,kTRUE);

hadc1->SetLineColor(4);

hadc1->SetLineWidth(1.9);

hadc1->SetFillStyle(1001);

hadc1->SetFillColor(kBlue-7);

TH1F *hadc10 = new TH1F("h10",histname1,325,0,325);

hadc10->GetXaxis()->SetTitle("ADC channels");

hadc10->GetYaxis()->SetTitle("Counts");

hadc10->GetYaxis()->SetTitleOffset(1.4);

hadc10->GetYaxis()->SetNdivisions(408,kTRUE);

hadc10->SetLineColor(4);

hadc10->SetLineWidth(1.9);

hadc10->SetFillStyle(1001);

hadc10->SetFillColor(kBlue-7);

TH1F *hadc4 = new TH1F("h4",histname4,325,0,325);

hadc4->GetXaxis()->SetTitle("ADC channels");

hadc4->GetYaxis()->SetTitle("Counts");

hadc4->GetYaxis()->SetTitleOffset(1.3);

hadc4->SetLineColor(kOrange+9);

hadc4->SetLineWidth(1.9);

hadc4->SetFillStyle(1001);

hadc4->SetFillColor(kOrange+8);

TH1F *hadc9 = new TH1F("h9",histname1,325,0,325);

TH1F *hadc5 = new TH1F("h5",histname4,5,25,29.9);

//************************************************************************************

//Canvas Definition

TCanvas *c1 = new TCanvas("c1", " c1",12,29,499,699);

c1->Divide(1,2);

gStyle->SetOptFit(1110);

c1->Range(0.1875,-81.7688,3.3125,735.919);

c1->SetBorderSize(2);

c1->SetFrameFillColor(0);

c1->SetGridx();

c1->SetGridy();

c1->SetTitle("Datafile: ");

gStyle->SetPadTopMargin(.5);

gStyle->SetPadLeftMargin(2.5);
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gStyle->SetPadRightMargin(2.5);

gStyle->SetCanvasBorderMode(0);

gStyle->SetOptFit(0);

gStyle->SetOptStat(0);

gStyle->SetPalette(1);

//************************************************************************************

//Root file open

unsigned short int ADC0[8],TDC0[8];

TChain *gcaltree = new TChain("h1");

gcaltree->Add(rootfile);

//h1 tree structure

gcaltree->SetBranchAddress("ADC0",&ADC0);gcaltree->SetBranchStatus("ADC0",1);

gcaltree->SetBranchAddress("TDC0",&TDC0);gcaltree->SetBranchStatus("TDC0",1);

int total_events = gcaltree->GetEntries();

cout<<" "<<endl;

cout<<"************ Test of the fiber "<<fiber<<" *************"<<endl;

cout<<"Sr90 ntuple "<<rootfile<<" : "<<total_events<<" events "<<endl;

//************************************************************************************

float atto,atbo;

for (int ievent=0; ievent<total_events; ievent++){

gcaltree->GetEntry(ievent);

//Read Structure

atto = 1.*ADC0[AdcTrigTop];

atbo = 1.*ADC0[AdcTrigBot];

//Fill Histos

if (atbo>28.) {

hadc4->Fill(atbo); //PMT

}

if (atto<20.) {

hadc5->Fill(atbo); //PMT

}

hadc1->Fill(atbo); //PMT

hadc10->Fill(atbo); //PMT

}

//************************************************************************************

//Postscript Drawing

TPostScript ps(postscriptfile,-113);

c1->Update();

ps.NewPage();

c1->cd(1);

gPad->SetGridy();

gPad->SetGridx();

gPad->SetFillColor(0);

TF1 *fpo01n = new TF1("fpo01n",gauss,36.,230.,17);

fpo01n->SetNpx(2000);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(0,100.,30000.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(1,45.,55.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(2,1.,20.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(3,100.,12000.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(4,68.,90.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(5,200.,20000.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(6,95.,125.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(7,50.,5000.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(8,125.,155.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(9,1.,5000.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(10,150.,180.);
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fpo01n->SetParLimits(11,1.,5000.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(12,170.,210.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(13,1.,5000.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(14,200.,265.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(15,1.,40.);

fpo01n->SetParLimits(16,0.001,5.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(0,500);

fpo01n->SetParameter(1,50.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(2,3.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(3,1000);

fpo01n->SetParameter(4,79.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(5,1500.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(6,108.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(7,1500.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(8,137.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(9,1500.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(10,166.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(11,1000.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(12,195.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(13,600.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(14,224.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(15,14.);

fpo01n->SetParameter(16,.015);

fpo01n->SetParName(0,"Amplitude 1");

fpo01n->SetParName(1,"Mean 1");

fpo01n->SetParName(2,"Std. Dev.");

fpo01n->SetParName(3,"Amplitude 2");

fpo01n->SetParName(4,"Mean 2");

fpo01n->SetParName(5,"Amplitude 3");

fpo01n->SetParName(6,"Mean 3");

fpo01n->SetParName(7,"Amplitude 4");

fpo01n->SetParName(8,"Mean 4");

fpo01n->SetParName(9,"Amplitude 5");

fpo01n->SetParName(10,"Mean 5");

fpo01n->SetParName(11,"Amplitude 6");

fpo01n->SetParName(12,"Mean 6");

fpo01n->SetParName(13,"Amplitude 7");

fpo01n->SetParName(14,"Mean 7");

fpo01n->SetParName(15,"Exp. Constant");

fpo01n->SetParName(16,"Exp. Slope");

fpo01n->SetLineColor(2);

fpo01n->SetLineWidth(2.);

Double_t maxhadc1 = 1.1*(hadc4->GetMaximum());

hadc1->SetMaximum(maxhadc1);

hadc1->Fit("fpo01n","MRE");

Double_t xx22Pmt = fpo01n->GetParameter(1);

Double_t xchi22Pmt = sqrt(2.)*sqrt(fpo01n->GetChisquare())/sqrt(fpo01n->GetNDF());

cout<<"L: SQRT(Chi^2/NDF) = "<<xchi22Pmt<<endl;

cout<<"1950 V"<<endl;

Double_t dMeanPhe22Pmt = xchi22Pmt*(fpo01n->GetParError(1));

//--------------------------------------------------------

Double_t MeanPhePmt,dMeanPhePmt,xpar0,xpar1,xpar2,xpar3,xpar4;

MeanPhePmt = xx22Pmt; //MeanPhePmt and dMeanPhePmt are legacy variables from the program from which this

dMeanPhePmt = dMeanPhe22Pmt; //was adapted. They get printed, but are meaningless.

xpar0 = fpo01n->GetParameter(0);

xpar1 = fpo01n->GetParameter(1);

xpar2 = fpo01n->GetParameter(2);

hadc1->Draw();

char corr_string33[180];

sprintf(corr_string33,"X^2 = %4.2f",xchi22Pmt);

Double_t pmtposm = pmtposition * 0.01;
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cout<<" PMT at "<<pmtposm<<" m; Ave Npe = "<<MeanPhePmt<<" +/- "<<dMeanPhePmt<<" (fin result)"<<endl;

TF1 *fpo02n = new TF1("fpo02n",gauss,19.,250.,5);

fpo02n->SetNpx(2000);

fpo02n->SetParameter(0,xpar0);

fpo02n->SetParameter(1,xpar1);

fpo02n->SetParameter(2,xpar2);

hadc9->FillRandom("fpo02n",1000000);

Double_t pmt_mean9 = (hadc9->GetMean())-xpar3;

Double_t pmt_rms9 = (hadc9->GetRMS())/sqrt(total_events);

ps.Close();

}
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C Burle PMT Circuit Diagram and Current Correc-

tion

Fig. 18 shows the voltage divider circuit used for the Burle PMTs. The actual anode current,
Ia, gets divided into the current through the 10kΩ resistor, IR, and the measured current,
Im. The measured current flows through a resistance of 116 ± 2Ω from the potentiometer
and 50Ω from the ADC load. The resistor current is given by IR = [(166± 2Ω)/10kΩ]× Im
(because the current flowing through each branch varies inversely with resistance). Thus,
the total anode current is given by Ia = [1 + (166± 2)/10000] ∗ Im = (1.0166± 0.0002)× Im.

Figure 18: Schematic of the base used for both Burle PMTs. The value of the matching
potentiometer is measured to be 116±2Ω.
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D Cherenkov Gain Test Circuit Diagram

Figure 19: Circuit used for Cherenkov gain tests. The Coincidence unit ouput was set to 49
ns, and the gate generator output (whose purpose was to inhibit closely spaced pulses) was
set to 1ms. The TDC start signal generates the LAM for data acquisition.
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E Cherenkov ADC Spectrum Fitting

The root script for fitting Gaussian Peaks to the ADC spectra for the Cherenkov gain tests
was written by Alex Fischer and is as follows:

#include <TFile.h>

#include <TH1.h>

#include <TH2.h>

#include <TCanvas.h>

#include <TF1.h>

#include <TStyle.h>

#include <TChain.h>

#include <TPostScript.h>

#include <TLatex.h>

#include <TMath.h>

#include <TPaveLabel.h>

#include <TGraphErrors.h>

#include <iostream>

#include <fstream>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

Double_t multiple_gauss(Double_t *x, Double_t *par)

{

Double_t result1 = par[0]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[1])/(par[2]))*((x[0] - par[1])/(par[2])));

Double_t result2 = par[3]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[4])/(pow(2, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[4])/(pow(2, 0.5)*par[2])));

Double_t result3 = par[5]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[6])/(pow(3, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[6])/(pow(3, 0.5)*par[2])));

Double_t result4 = par[7]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[8])/(pow(4, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[8])/(pow(4, 0.5)*par[2])));

// Double_t result5 = par[9]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[10])/(pow(5, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[10])/(pow(5, 0.5)*par[2])));

// Double_t result6 = par[11]*exp((-0.5)*((x[0] - par[12])/(pow(6, 0.5)*par[2]))*((x[0] - par[12])/(pow(6, 0.5)*par[2])));

return result1 + result2 + result3 + result4;

}

double linear_function(Double_t *x, Double_t *par)

{

double result3 = par[1]*x[0] + par[0];

return result3;

}

void fit_peaks_00153()

{

//gStyle->SetLegendFont(1);

string run_number = "00153";

string voltage = "1900";

string spectrum_name = "Ham. 3, " + voltage + "V";

const int num_pars = 9;

const int fit_max = 74;

const int fit_min = 22;

string graph_title = "Gain (ch. per electron) of " + spectrum_name;

const int num_ADC_channels = 4;

const int num_TDC_channels = 4;

const char NT_ID = ’1’;

string ascii_filename = "run" + run_number + ".asc";

string postscript_filename = "run" + run_number + "_peak_fits.ps";

string gain_filename = "run" + run_number + "_gain.ps";

string vec_filename = "run" + run_number + ".vec";

ifstream infile;

infile.open(ascii_filename.c_str());
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if (!infile)

cout << "Unable to open file " << ascii_filename << endl;

int num_events = 0;

int tempInt;

char tempString[1000];

/*Cycle through infile and determine number of events*/

tempInt = infile.get();

while (infile)

{

infile.getline(tempString, 1000, ’%’);

if(tempString[3] == NT_ID)

++num_events;

}

infile.close();

unsigned short int** ADC = new unsigned short int*[num_ADC_channels];

for(int i = 0; i < num_ADC_channels; ++i)

ADC[i] = new unsigned short int[num_events];

unsigned short int** TDC = new unsigned short int*[num_TDC_channels];

for(int i = 0; i < num_TDC_channels; ++i)

TDC[i] = new unsigned short int[num_events];

infile.open(ascii_filename.c_str());

int current_event = 0;

while (infile)

{

infile.ignore(10000, ’%’);

infile.getline(tempString, 1000);

if (tempString[3] == NT_ID)

{

infile.getline(tempString, 1000);

for(int i = 0; i < num_ADC_channels; ++i)

infile >> ADC[i][current_event];

infile.ignore();

infile.getline(tempString, 1000);

for(int i = 0; i < num_TDC_channels; ++i)

infile >> TDC[i][current_event];

infile.ignore();

++current_event;

}

}

float temp_value;

TH1F *ADC0 = new TH1F("ADC0", spectrum_name.c_str(), (int)(fit_max * 1.1), 0, (int)(fit_max * 1.1));

ADC0->GetXaxis()->SetTitle("ADC channels");

ADC0->GetYaxis()->SetTitle("Counts");

ADC0->GetYaxis()->SetTitleOffset(1.4);

ADC0->GetYaxis()->SetNdivisions(408,kTRUE);

ADC0->SetLineColor(4);

ADC0->SetLineWidth(1.9);

ADC0->SetFillStyle(1001);

ADC0->SetFillColor(kBlue-7);

TH1F *no_pedestal = new TH1F("no_pedestal", "no_pedestal", fit_max-fit_min, fit_min, fit_max);

for(int i = 0; i < num_events; ++i)

{

temp_value = ADC[0][i];

ADC0->Fill(temp_value);

no_pedestal->Fill(temp_value);

}

for(int i = 0; i < num_ADC_channels; ++i)

delete[] ADC[i];

for(int i = 0; i < num_TDC_channels; ++i)
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delete[] TDC[i];

//************************************************************************************

//Canvas Definition

TCanvas *c1 = new TCanvas("c1", " c1",12,29,699,599);

c1->SetBorderMode(0);

// c1->Divide(1,2);

// gStyle->SetOptFit(1110);

// c1->Range(0.1875,-81.7688,3.3125,735.919);

// c1->SetBorderSize(2);

// c1->SetFrameFillColor(0);

// c1->SetGridx();

// c1->SetGridy();

// c1->SetTitle("Datafile: ");

// gStyle->SetPadTopMargin(.5);

// gStyle->SetPadLeftMargin(2.5);

// gStyle->SetPadRightMargin(2.5);

gStyle->SetOptFit(100);

gStyle->SetOptStat(0);

gStyle-> SetStatFontSize(0.004);

gStyle-> SetStatW(0.15);

gStyle-> SetStatX(0.9);

gStyle-> SetStatY(0.9);

// gStyle->SetPalette(1);

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//Postscript Drawing

TPostScript ps(postscript_filename.c_str(),-113);

c1->Update();

ps.NewPage();

c1->cd(1);

gPad->SetGridy();

gPad->SetGridx();

gPad->SetFillColor(0);

TF1 *fit_function = new TF1("fit_function",multiple_gauss,fit_min,fit_max,num_pars);

fit_function->SetNpx(2000);

/* fit_function->SetParLimits(0,100.,30000.);

fit_function->SetParLimits(1,45.,55.);

fit_function->SetParLimits(2,1.,20.);

fit_function->SetParLimits(3,100.,12000.);

fit_function->SetParLimits(4,68.,90.);

fit_function->SetParLimits(5,200.,20000.);

fit_function->SetParLimits(6,95.,125.);

fit_function->SetParLimits(7,50.,5000.);

fit_function->SetParLimits(8,125.,155.);

*/

fit_function->SetParName(0,"Amplitude 1");

fit_function->SetParName(1,"Mean 1");

fit_function->SetParName(2,"Std. Dev.");

fit_function->SetParName(3,"Amplitude 2");

fit_function->SetParName(4,"Mean 2");

fit_function->SetParName(5,"Amplitude 3");

fit_function->SetParName(6,"Mean 3");

fit_function->SetParName(7,"Amplitude 4");

fit_function->SetParName(8,"Mean 4");

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// set initial values for parameters

fit_function->SetParameter(0,3000);

fit_function->SetParameter(1,23.);

fit_function->SetParameter(2,4.);
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fit_function->SetParameter(3,2000);

fit_function->SetParameter(4,38.);

fit_function->SetParameter(5,1300.);

fit_function->SetParameter(6,53.);

fit_function->SetParameter(7,750.);

fit_function->SetParameter(8,70.);

fit_function->SetLineColor(2);

fit_function->SetLineWidth(2.);

Double_t max_no_pedestal = 1.1*(no_pedestal->GetMaximum());

ADC0->SetMaximum(max_no_pedestal);

ADC0->Fit("fit_function", "MRE");

float root_chi = pow(fit_function->GetChisquare()/fit_function->GetNDF(), 0.5);

float x[] = {1,2,3};

float y[] = {fit_function->GetParameter(1), fit_function->GetParameter(4), fit_function->GetParameter(6)};

float yerr[] = {fit_function->GetParError(1)*root_chi, fit_function->GetParError(4)*root_chi, fit_function->GetParError(6)*root_chi};

float *xerr = NULL;

cout << "Chi^2/NDF: " << fit_function->GetChisquare()/fit_function->GetNDF() << endl;

ADC0->Draw();

ps.Close();

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//compute gain in ch/electron

TCanvas *c2 = new TCanvas("c2","c2",12,29,899,599);

c2->SetBorderMode(0);

gStyle->SetOptStat(0);

gStyle-> SetStatY(0.5);

//Postscript Drawing

TPostScript ps2(gain_filename.c_str(),-113);

c2->Update();

ps2.NewPage();

c2->cd(1);

gPad->SetGridy();

gPad->SetGridx();

gPad->SetFillColor(0);

TGraphErrors *gain_graph = new TGraphErrors(3.,x,y,xerr,yerr);

gain_graph->SetTitle(graph_title.c_str());

gain_graph->GetXaxis()->SetTitle("Photoelectrons");

gain_graph->GetXaxis()->SetLimits(0.,4.);

gain_graph->SetMinimum(0.);

gain_graph->SetMaximum(1.2*y[2]);

// gain_graph->GetYaxis()->SetNdivisions(-110);

gain_graph->GetYaxis()->SetTitle("Mean ADC channel");

gain_graph->SetMarkerColor(4);

gain_graph->SetLineColor(4);

gain_graph->SetLineWidth(1.5);

gain_graph->SetMarkerStyle(20);

gain_graph->SetMarkerSize(0.5);

TF1 *linear_fit = new TF1("linear_fit",linear_function,0,4,2);

linear_fit->SetParName(0, "Y-intercept");

linear_fit->SetParName(1, "Slope");

linear_fit->SetLineWidth(1.5);

linear_fit->SetLineColor(2);

linear_fit->SetNpx(100000);
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gStyle->SetOptFit(110);

gStyle->SetOptStat(1110);

gain_graph->Fit("linear_fit","MRE");

cout << "Chi^2/NDF: " << linear_fit->GetChisquare()/linear_fit->GetNDF() << endl;

gain_graph->Draw("AP");

ofstream outfile;

outfile.open(vec_filename.c_str());

outfile << "run" << run_number << " " << voltage << " " << "Gain: " << linear_fit->GetParameter(1) << " +/- "

<< linear_fit->GetParError(1) << " Chi^2/NDF: " << linear_fit->GetChisquare()/linear_fit->GetNDF() << endl;

ps2.Close();

}
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F Cherenkov Gain Test Reproducibility Data

First Set Second Set
Voltage Gain Voltage Gain

run00163 1800 16.3946 run00200 1800 16.8349
run00158 1900 15.1614 run00197 1900 15.5122
run00156 2000 26.6165 run00198 2000 26.8302
run00159 2100 44.1445 run00189 2100 46.2655
run00160 2200 71.3924 run00199 2200 71.8657
run00161 2300 112.981 run00191 2300 115.429
run00162 2400 178.48 run00192 2400 177.864

Differences
Voltage Rel. Diff. * Abs. Value Square

1800 0.02650 0.02650 0.00070
1900 0.02287 0.02287 0.00052
2000 0.00800 0.00800 0.00006
2100 0.04692 0.04692 0.00220
2200 0.00661 0.00661 0.00004
2300 0.02144 0.02144 0.00046
2400 -0.00346 0.00346 0.00001

Average: 0.01940
RMS: 0.02392

* Rel Diff = (Second – First)/Average

Reproducibility of Gain Measurements

Figure 20: Comparing gains from two sets of data for Ham. 3.
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G Voltage Correction

The power supply for the fiber tests is a Lecroy HV4032A. This power supply stores the
voltage setting internally, and has a separate LCD screen to display the actual current
voltage. The power supply for the Cherenkov tests is a Kinetic Systems model 1570. The
voltage is set with dials on the front, and it has no other display. Both supplies have their
output voltages measured with a Circuit Test DMR 1100 multimeter. The results are shown
in the attached spreadsheet titled “Power Supply Corrections”. For the K.S. 1570, the
measured voltages are fit with a linear function. The RMS of the residuals of this function
and the measured values is calculated. This function is used to correct the Cherenkov test
voltages, and the RMS is used as an uncertainty on the voltage.



Power Supply Corrections

Page 1

DMM used: Circuit Test DMR 1100 accuracy: ±(5% of reading + 2 digits)

Fiber Power Supply:
KS 1570 932 DMM value of Square of DMM
setting fitted line difference Setting Reading

100 98 98.09 0.00767 100 100 94
200 198 198.74 0.55308 200 200 194
300 299 299.40 0.15985 300 300 294
400 400 400.06 0.00313 400 400 394
500 503 500.71 5.23473 500 500 494
600 601 601.37 0.13554 600 600 594
700 702 702.02 0.00059 700 700 694
800 803 802.68 0.10215 800 800 794
900 903 903.34 0.11324 900 900 894
950 953 953.66 0.44166 950 950 944
990 994 993.93 0.00533 990 990 984

0 13 7
RMS of residuals: 0.7837536

Cherenkov Power Supply:
Lecroy HV4032A
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H Cherenkov Tests Data Summary

Ham. 1
Voltage Corrected Gain fit linear fit corrected Gain total 

Voltage error error (actual) error
1800 1809.2 10.41 0.10 2.59 0.16 1 1.62E+07 4.64E+05
1900 1909.9 17.91 0.16 3.65 0.30 1 2.79E+07 8.21E+05
2000 2010.6 31.77 0.23 6.13 0.57 1 4.96E+07 1.49E+06
2100 2111.2 53.67 0.42 6.07 1.03 1 8.37E+07 2.58E+06
2200 2211.9 41.91 0.33 0.71 0.33 2 1.31E+08 3.31E+06
2300 2312.5 68.69 0.53 5.19 1.21 2 2.14E+08 6.40E+06
2400 2413.2 106.26 0.99 0.65 0.99 2 3.32E+08 8.56E+06
2500 2513.8 161.46 1.23 4.49 2.60 2 5.04E+08 1.46E+07

Ham. 2
Voltage Corrected Gain fit linear fit corrected Gain total 

Voltage error error (actual) error
1800 1809.2 13.23 0.11 3.41 0.20 1 2.06E+07 5.83E+05
1900 1909.9 23.27 0.18 3.85 0.36 1 3.63E+07 1.03E+06
2000 2010.6 41.26 0.30 1.21 0.33 1 6.44E+07 1.63E+06
2100 2111.2 66.91 0.47 5.09 1.05 1 1.04E+08 3.00E+06
2200 2211.9 107.38 0.76 6.25 1.91 1 1.68E+08 5.01E+06
2300 2312.5 89.13 0.57 10.67 1.85 2 2.78E+08 8.84E+06
2400 2413.2 134.15 0.84 8.31 2.42 2 4.19E+08 1.26E+07
2450 2463.5 171.74 0.98 6.22 2.43 2 5.36E+08 1.50E+07

Ham. 3
Voltage Corrected Gain fit linear fit corrected Gain total 

Voltage error error (actual) error
1800 1809.2 16.39 0.14 1.33 0.16 1 2.56E+07 6.62E+05
1900 1909.9 15.16 0.12 2.82 0.21 2 4.73E+07 1.31E+06
2000 2010.6 26.62 0.20 2.58 0.33 2 8.31E+07 2.24E+06
2100 2111.2 44.14 0.35 2.52 0.55 2 1.38E+08 3.73E+06
2200 2211.9 71.39 0.62 0.04 0.62 2 2.23E+08 5.70E+06
2300 2312.5 112.98 0.84 1.13 0.89 2 3.53E+08 8.92E+06
2400 2413.2 178.48 1.33 3.30 2.41 2 5.57E+08 1.54E+07

atten.
(ch/pe) Χ^2/ndf

atten.
(ch/pe) Χ^2/ndf

atten.
(ch/pe) Χ^2/ndf

Figure 21: Gain data for Ham. 1, 2, and 3. Spreadsheet explained in next figure caption.
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Ham. 4
Voltage Corrected Gain fit linear fit corrected Gain total 

Voltage error error (actual) error
1900 1909.9 9.64 0.07 3.68 0.13 1 1.50E+07 4.16E+05
2000 2010.6 16.59 0.12 10.39 0.39 1 2.59E+07 8.74E+05
2100 2111.2 27.24 0.24 0.98 0.24 1 4.25E+07 1.09E+06
2200 2211.9 22.28 0.16 5.41 0.37 2 6.95E+07 2.02E+06
2300 2312.5 36.18 0.29 3.44 0.53 2 1.13E+08 3.19E+06
2400 2413.2 56.65 0.35 6.56 0.89 2 1.77E+08 5.08E+06
2500 2513.8 87.60 0.66 4.63 1.43 2 2.73E+08 7.94E+06
2600 2614.5 130.74 1.08 0.47 1.08 2 4.08E+08 1.04E+07

Voltage Corrected Gain fit linear fit corrected Gain total 
Voltage error error (actual) error

1900 1909.9 10.71 0.08 1.88 0.11 1.0166 1.70E+07 4.43E+05
2000 2010.6 21.06 0.12 10.58 0.39 1.0166 3.34E+07 1.01E+06
2100 2111.2 17.52 0.10 10.77 0.32 2.0332 5.56E+07 1.68E+06
2200 2211.9 29.09 0.15 9.31 0.46 2.0332 9.23E+07 2.65E+06
2300 2312.5 55.69 0.28 18.07 1.18 2.0332 1.77E+08 5.67E+06
2400 2413.2 88.23 0.37 11.82 1.28 2.0332 2.80E+08 7.87E+06
2500 2513.8 139.67 0.59 6.35 1.48 2.0332 4.43E+08 1.16E+07
2600 2614.5 208.60 1.05 0.70 1.05 2.0332 6.62E+08 1.63E+07

Voltage Corrected Gain fit linear fit corrected Gain total 
Voltage error error (actual) error

1900 1909.9 12.28 0.10 1.22 0.12 1.0166 1.95E+07 5.03E+05
2000 2010.6 24.54 0.19 4.60 0.41 1.0166 3.89E+07 1.14E+06
2100 2111.2 45.56 0.26 15.14 1.03 1.0166 7.23E+07 2.39E+06
2200 2211.9 81.20 0.44 5.38 1.01 1.0166 1.29E+08 3.49E+06
2300 2312.5 69.67 0.42 8.30 1.21 2.0332 2.21E+08 6.55E+06
2400 2413.2 113.72 0.74 2.48 1.16 2.0332 3.61E+08 9.43E+06
2500 2513.8 190.97 1.42 1.86 1.94 2.0332 6.06E+08 1.58E+07

atten.
(ch/pe) Χ^2/ndf

Burle 1
atten.

(ch/pe) Χ^2/ndf

Burle 2
atten.

(ch/pe) Χ^2/ndf

Figure 22: Gain data for Ham. 4, Burle 1, and Burle 2. The voltage correction is discussed
in Appendix G. The first gain column gives the gain produced by the fit program, in ADC

channels per photoelectron. The corrected error multiplies the fit error by
√
χ2/ndf (if

greater than one). The attenuation column corrects the gain depending on whether the
output signal was split or not (Appendix C explains why the Burle PMTs have attenuations
slightly greater than 1 and 2). The column entitled “Gain (actual)” is anode current/cathode
current, and the total error results from adding the corrected fit error, the 0.25% ADC error,
and the 2.39% reproducibility error in quadrature.
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I Hamamatsu Manufacturer Test Sheet

Included in this section is the final test sheet provided by Hamamatsu on the four PMTs
to be used in the detector. The gains of the PMTs are found by dividing anode luminous
sensistivity by cathode luminous sensitivity.
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